
DESIGN 
WITH A 
SMILE



THE
GOOD
LIFE
We’re all familiar with Fatboy’s 
beanbags, Headdemock hammocks, 
and Edison table lamps. With their 
bold, iconic, and quirky character,  
they brighten up tens of thousands 
 of homes and gardens. 

Fatboy has grown into a significant 
player in the interior design  
industry – with both indoor  
and outdoor products. 



For over 20 years, Fatboy has been playing 
with the rules of design and giving everyday 
classics a new twist. At Fatboy, a lounge 
sofa becomes a lavishly soft relaxation 
island, an outdoor lamp turns into a huge, 
weatherproof, dimmable light source, and 
Fatboy’s hammock can be set up anywhere. 

Together with a network of top designers, 
Fatboy works on new everyday classics.  
Each product has its own character.  
Still, you immediately recognize  
them as Fatboy designs: unique, 
inventive, and high quality. 

Fatboy’s design team always looks for the fun in 
functionality. Every detail has a function: from 
the red labels which you use to turn on the Edison 
lamps, to the caps that cover the parasol holes in 
our Toní garden tables, which lead a double life as 
candle holders. 

The entire Fatboy collection is made of strong, 
carefully selected materials and they’re designed 
to remain beautiful for years, in every kind of 
weather. Fatboy wants your products (and joy!) to 
last for years to come. 



OUTDOOR
OUTDOOR

OUTDOOR



WELCOME
TO OUR
OUTDOOR
WORLD
At Fatboy we encourage people 
to live the good life, whether it’s 
indoor or outdoor. Transform your 
garden to your favorite hangout 
spot and your balcony to the 
smallest design beachclub the 
world has ever seen. 

So pour yourself a cocktail, grab 
something to snack and put your 
feet up. It’s time to hangout with 
your friends. Enjoy!



PALETTI

This lavish lounge sofa invites you to daydream on 
the plumpest cushions you’ve ever seen. The frame 

is inspired by pallets that you slide together, and 
which are just as modular. 

SoooOOoo PRETTY

SoooOOoo COMFY



STOP!
HAMMOCK 

TIME

Headdemock has been a modern garden classic 
for years. This hammock is generously oversized: 
it offers plenty of room, easily enough for two 
people. Thanks to its metal frame, you don’t  
need trees either to hangout super 
comfortable anywhere you like.

HEADDEMOCK 



TONÍ BISTREAU

TONÍ TABLO

TONÍ CHAIR

TONÍ 
ARMCHAIR

TONÍ TAVOLO

TONÍ BANKSKI

TONÍ HAUTE 
BISTREAU

TONÍ BARFLY

ABOUT THE DESIGNER
Whether it starts with a strange sentence or frustration 
with how ugly some products are, it always ends with an 
innovative project or a product meant to make the world a 
little more fun. “I like that Toní is both new and recognizable. 
I see the chair as a friendly cartoon character.  
I would love to have dinner with him.”

The Toní collection, designed 
with Erik Stehmann, is round and 
colorful. The pieces in this collection 
remind you of bistro furniture. And 
the great thing? There are even 
more Toní’s than Kardashians! 

Get to know all of them and put 
together your own Toní set.



BAKKES
Bakkes, developed with design duo Kranen/Gille, is a side table and flowerpot 
in one. Ideal for indoors and outdoors, this weatherproof table feels just as at 

home in your garden as on your balcony. 

BOLLEKE
Bolleke was designed by Nathalie Schellekens. 

This rechargeable lamp is easy to hang up just about  
anywhere and is an instant moodmaker for every home.

ABOUT THE DESIGNERS 
This Dutch designer duo is 
always looking for the next 
design icon. “We love that 
Bakkes has so many faces. At 
first sight, it looks like a simple 
minimalist table design, but you 
can add a personal touch to your 
Bakkes with your favorite plants 
and accessories.”

ABOUT THE DESIGNER
Nathalie designs products that 
are timeless and iconic.
 
Nathalie:“I like how Bolleke is at 
home anywhere. He invites you 
to dream and experiment. I see 
Bolleke as a friendly and tough 
little character. I like to go places 
together.”



ORIGINAL 
OUTDOOR

ORIGINAL FLOATZAC

ORIGINAL 
OUTDOOR  
& FLOATZAC
With the UV-resistant 
Original Outdoor, you can 
take your relaxation plans 
outside. Place it on the Rock 
‘n Roll base and voilà: your 
beanbag slash rocking chair 
says hello.  
 
Too hot outside? Original 
Floatzac is great next to and 
on the water.

ROCK ‘N ROLL



THE 
LAMZAC
INFLATABLE 
CHAIR 
COLLECTION
Rather pass your day in horizontal mode? 
Inflate your Lamzac then. No need to pump 
it up. Just sweep the beanbag horizontally 
till it fills with air, in a matter of seconds. 
Seal it off and it’s ready for action, or, more 
accurately, inaction. 

Wherever you want. In your garden, on 
vacation, at a festival, or even on a skiing 
break. It’s so easy to take this inflatable 
couch everywhere with you. 

This air beanbag is super-strong, as well as 
water-, dirt- and UV-resistant. Heading for 
home? Just flatten your Lamzac air lounger 
and fold it up. Couldn’t be easier.

Get comfy anywhere with the original air 
lounger: Fatboy Lamzac.



Who doesn’t love sitting around a warm fire? Flamtastique 
gives cozy fires a new meaning. This oversized, weatherproof 
lookalike oil lamp burns on bio-ethanol. In addition to being 

a source of light, it’s also a source of warmth, so you can chat 
with your friends and family as late as you’d like.

FLAMTASTIQUE
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MINI

 A range of iconic lighting products: from the 
biggest family member Edison the Giant to the 
smallest trio set Edison the Mini. All Edison family 
members are suitable for as well indoors as 
outdoors. Which one is your favorite?

MEET THE 
EDISON 
FAMILY



EDISON 
THE PETIT THE CLASSIC

This little fella brings oodles of 
ambience to the party. Charge 
it up through its USB cable and 
it’ll shine, from head to toe, for 
up to 24 hours.



EDISON 
THE MINI
Edison the Mini, a set of three small table lamps for both inside and 
outside. With their warm, white LED light, these portable lamps 
create a warm and glowing atmosphere. 

Set the desired light intensity with the dimming function, and set 
the mood. A true power trio. At just 15 centimeters, Edison the Mini 
is the smallest member of the Edison family. 

Due to its compact size, you can place these mini table lamps 
anywhere you want, both indoors and outdoors. No worries if  
they get wet feet: these tough minis can easily handle some rain.



NETORIOUS

Is it a recliner? A couch? A 
hammock? It’s so much more 
than that! Netorious introduces a 
completely new way of relaxing. 
You nestle into this lounge furniture 
whatever way you want. Whether 
you’re sitting upright, lying cross-
legged, or hanging out with friends, 
Netorious takes chilling to an even 
higher level. Fill it with pillows, 
blankets, and books, and off you go 
to your own planet of relaxation.



HOTSPOT
COLLECTION
Why go inside when it’s cooling 
down outside? And why would 
you ever get off that couch? With 
the Hotspot collection, you turn 
the rules around. Transform your 
couch, lounge set, or hammock into 
your ultimate hotspot, whenever 
you want. Besides Hotspot Blanket, 
we’ve got Hotspot Lungo and 
Quadro, the stylish rechargeable 
heated pillows. Ideal for outdoors 
and indoors, all year round.

OUTDOOR & INDOOR



THE PORTABLE BEACH TENT
It’s a no-brainer: if the sun shines wherever you go, take your own shade with you.  

The portable Miasun sun shade tips the scales at just over a kilo, so it’ll easily fit in any bag  
or suitcase. With it, you can create your own private shade, in just 90 seconds. Anywhere.  
On the beach, in the park, or in your own back garden. Like over your Lamzac, for example.

ABOUT THE DESIGNERS 
Miasun was designed by 
French friends Hortense  

Pontabry and Valériane Voiri.



INDOOR
INDOOR

INDOOR



The place where you can do 
whatever you want, whenever you 
like. Where you can create your 
own lounge club, cinema, wine 
bar, or home spa. Whichever way 
you like to relax, recharge, and 
reconnect, Fatboy helps you to 
transform your living room into 
your favorite hangout. 

So sit back. Enjoy.  
And hang out like a pro.

DISCOVER
FATBOY’S
LIVING
ROOM



THE 
SUMO 
SOFA 
SERIES
As soon as you see it, there can’t 
be any doubt: it’s a Fatboy sofa. 
The Sumo Sofa series is soft 
and strong, tough and stylish. 
Overly generous too, immediately 
making its design iconic.  
 
Sumo Sofa was inspired by a 
collection of cushions, but put 
together cleverly. This modular 
lounge sofa will transform your 
living room into your favorite 
hangout. 

A loveseat, or a sofa of record-
breaking length? Assemble your 
ultimate Sumo Sofa or choose  
for a fixed set and relaaaax.



THE 
ORIGINAL 
BEANBAG
Fatboy’s story began in 2002 with an oversized 
beanbag. It soon became clear that the entire 
world wanted to sink down on this unexpected 
replacement for the chair. 

Forget sitting up straight, or with one leg neatly 
crossed over the other. These beanbags have just 
one setting: relax.

Original Nylon

Original Slim Pop

Buggle-Up Outdoor

Original Stonewashed

Original Slim Velvet

Buggle-Up

Original Outdoor

Junior Nylon

Original Floatzac

Original Slim Teddy

Junior Stonewashed



ORIGINAL STONEWASHED

Fatboy’s Original Stonewashed has just 
one setting: relax. The hardwearing, 
100 percent cotton cover can take rough 
treatment in its stride. The stonewashed 
cotton has a natural look and feel. 

Every wash is slightly different.  
Exactly those color nuances make  
your beanbag completely unique.  
Good to know: Original Stonewashed  
is water and dirt repellent.

ORIGINAL 
STONEWASHED



ORIGINAL 
SLIM TEDDY

CHEEKY PINK OFF WHITE

LATTE

Original Slim Teddy is a cozy addition to the Fatboy beanbag family. 
Teddy is a bit slimmer than our iconic beanbag, and fits perfectly 
in every living room or bedroom. Its super-soft cover will make you 
want to relax on it all day long.  
 
Grab your favorite book or series, and get comfortable on this super 
soft beanbag. It’s like getting an endless hug from a teddy bear.



Unexpected meetings on the street are always 
the best. Nothing planned, just going with the 
flow. With Big Lebow you bring that outdoor 
spontaneity inside. It doesn’t matter where you 
put this arc floor lamp – by your dining table, 
couch, above a meeting table, wherever. 
 
Big Lebow will bend over forwards like the 
quirky streetlamp that it is. It’s guaranteed  
to flood every place with ambiance.

BIG 
LEBOW

ABOUT THE DESIGNERS 

We developed Big Lebow with the Dutch 
designer duo Kranen/Gille, who are 
constantly looking for the next  
design classic. Like Fatboy, they love 
developing archetypical, powerful designs 
that are rooted in the heart of a product.



Ever imagined what it would feel like to sit on a cloud in your living room? 
Fatboy translates this desire by presenting The BonBaron.  
 
A soft armchair that makes you wonder you’re not actually floating in the 
sky. The super-soft fabric underscores the chair’s cuddlesome character.

The backrest can be adjusted with the huge buttons at the back.

THE 
BONBARON 

TOUCH ME 
PLEASE

SHERPA

MINGLE



FLAMTASTIQUE XS
Fatboy transformed the traditional old oil lamp into a sleek modern version. 
Flamtastique XS brings the campfire ambiance indoors, to your table. 

For that extra bit of atmosphere when sharing a drink, or enjoying a meal, 
or just staring into the flames. This strong little oil lamp will stimulate some 
tall campfire stories.

INSTANT
AMBIANCE
CREATOR



POINT

SHERPA

MINGLE

LARGE
Point Large is the unexpected focal point of your interior.
This oversized pouf is surprisingly comfortable.  
What’s more, it’s always there for your snacks, drinks,  
friends and - very importantly - your feet.

Slump down on it as hard as you like; Point Large non-slip bottom 
will keep it firmly in place. Soft, strong and steady; what’s not to like?



Kaboom, designed in collaboration with 
Studio Roderick Vos, is a rotationally molded 
chair full of character. Thanks to his sturdy 
stature, he’s extra strong and looks extra 
friendly. It’s as if he’s just walked out of your 
favorite comic book. A friend for life, for 
both inside and outside.

RODERICK VOS

ABOUT THE  
DESIGNER 
Studio Roderick Vos is 
headed by Roderick and 
Claire Vos. The designer 
duo creates furniture, 
lamps, and accessories 
that are daring and 
surprising. Most of their 
designs originate from 
unique industrial insight.



CANDOLLS
Dog lovers who like a cozy feel in their home, fans of quirky 
design and candles – everyone will want a Candoll in their life.  
 
Meet Can-dog and Can-dolly, Fatboy’s bold and contemporary 
candle holders. Had a “ruff” day? Brighten your home and mood 
with relaxing candlelight and a faithful canine companion. 



ABOUT THE DESIGNER 
Carole Baijings: “You never know in advance what the 
perfect colour combination is. I like to be surprised by 
colours that arise when you blend: sometimes they come 
out strong, sometimes a lot warmer. Together, they form 
an unexpected and yet logical new whole.”

COLOUR 
BLEND 
COLLECTION
Carole Baijings constantly lets you see everyday objects in a 
different light. One-of-a-kind color combinations, textures 
and transparencies play an important role in all this. 

The Colour Blend Rugs and Blankets are part of the Color 
Blend Collection. “While designing, I like to be surprised by 
the colors created by blending: sometimes more powerful, 
other times warmer. Together they form an unexpected yet 
logical new whole,” says Carole.

COLOUR BLEND BLANKET

COLOUR BLEND RUG



Facebook Instagram LinkedIn

Scan or click the QR code

Follow us on social media
NEED MORE INSPIRATION?


